Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis) is a wood species recently adopted in China for the rehabilitation of traditional timber buildings. This paper investigates its mechanical properties with laboratory tests on typical specimens to obtain the moduli of elasticity, Poisson's ratios, shear moduli, coefficients of mutual influence, crushing strengths and tension strengths in various directions. Highly different failure patterns of specimens in compression test were observed when loaded in different directions relative to the grain while only brittle failure mode was observed for tension specimens. The measured parameters of Korean pine were compared with those obtained from theory of orthotropic elasticity, the empirical formula and the Norris failure criterion, good agreements were reached for all examinations in general which indicate it is admissible to treat Korean pine as ideal orthotropic material.
Introduction
In recent years, the rehabilitation of traditional timber structures which are recognized as valuable culture heritages becomes more and more important in China. Timber once used in the construction of these wooden buildings, such as Machilus sp. and Phoebe sp., is in shortage. This gives rise to the need to find substitutes when the damaged components in these structures are required to be replaced. Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis Sieb. et Zucc.) is one wood species newly adopted for the restoration of important historical structures including the Forbidden City of China. The elastic constants and ultimate strengths in different directions of Korean pine have seldom been reported before. It is, therefore, crucial to carry out experimental studies to have a basic knowledge of its mechanical properties, thus evaluate its suitability as substitute wood species.
Static experimental methods to obtain the mechanical properties of wood could be classified into two categories.
Classical methods are based on mechanical models in which explicit relationships relating the mechanical properties with specimen geometry, applied load and strain measurements can be proposed by creating homogeneous and simple stress state in the specimens. By simply applying compression [1] [2] [3] [4] , tension [5, 6] , shear [7] , bending [8] or torsion [9] loads onto the specimens, the elastic constants and ultimate strengths of wood could be readily obtained from predetermined formulas. In novel methods such as full-field measurement methods [10] , however, heterogeneous and complex stress and strain states are actually created in the interest region of the specimens. After the deformation of the specimens are captured by digital cameras, the stiffness parameters of wood can be identified based on numerical computational algorithms such as using virtual field method [11, 12] . Having different features, these two experimental methods are adopted depending on accuracy of the measured results and simplicity of the test procedure.
In this study, uniaxial compression and tension tests were conducted to characterize the mechanical properties of Korean pine. The loading directions of specimens in the test include those in principal material directions and those in off-axis directions. The elastic constants of Korean pine including moduli of elasticity, shear moduli, Poisson's ratios and coefficients of mutual influence are measured and compared with the theoretical results from theory of elasticity.
Crushing strengths and tension strengths of Korean pine are also obtained and compared with the Hankinson's formula and orthotropic failure criterion. These examinations are aimed to determine whether it is admissible to treat Korean pine as ideal orthotropic material.
Experiment

Material
Korean pine (Pinus koraiensis Sieb. et Zucc.) grown in northeast China with a mean oven-dry density of 0.430 g/ cm 3 was used. All specimens for the tests were cut from a same lumber. The sawn and planed boards from the lumber were dried in a kiln for a couple of days before specimens were prepared. All specimens have been carefully inspected to avoid defects such as knots, checks or grain distortions so they can be considered as small clear wood specimens. The specimens were then stored in a chamber of constant temperature environment at 20 °C and 65% relative humidity until they achieved a stable and equilibrium state with 12 ± 1% moisture content [13] .
Specimen preparation
Specimens for both compression and tension tests were prepared in ten different directions in this study. Figure 1 shows the compression specimens in various directions where legends L, R and T represent longitudinal, radial and tangential directions, respectively. Other than the specimens prepared in principal directions, seven types of off-axis specimens with 15° interval in LR plane (LR15°, LR30°, LR45°, LR60° and LR75°), 45° interval in LT plane (LT45°) and 45° interval in TR plane (TR45°) were prepared. The angle in LR or LT planes represents the angle between loading direction and fibers' direction of specimens (grain angle), while the angle in TR plane represents the angle between loading direction and rings' direction of specimens (ring angle). Tension specimens were also prepared with these orientations. Totally ten to thirteen specimens were tested in each direction in the test.
Specimens for compression test are prismatic with a height of 40 mm and a cross-sectional area of 20 mm × 20 mm as shown in Fig. 2a, b . The height-to-width ratio of the compression specimens is same as some previous studies [1, 14] . Specimen with this configuration can ensure accurate measurement of elastic parameters of the material and investigation of large deformation of the specimen simultaneously [1] . The stress induced along the loading direction for compression specimens x can be calculated by in which F is the load recorded by the data acquisition system and A represents the actual cross-sectional area of specimens measured before test.
The size of tension specimen is shown in Fig. 2c . This specimen is similar to but a little bigger than the specimen adopted by Yoshihara and Ohta [5] . The total length of the specimen is 150 mm and the length at middle straight part is 50 mm. To avoid stress concentration effect at the specimen ends as well as to protect the specimen from being squashed by the clamping heads of the testing machine, fraxinus mandshurica (Fraxinus chinensis Roxb) lamellas were bonded to both ends of the specimen using polyvinyl acetate emulsion.
When specimens fail under tension load, only those with material rupture at middle straight part will be taken as valid samples. Assuming t and w are the thickness and width of the section at middle straight part, the tensile strength of Korean pine t can be calculated as where P max is the maximum load recorded by the load cell.
An INSTRON 5582 universal testing machine with a load capacity of 100 kN was used to apply the load to the specimens at a crosshead speed of 1.0 mm/min. The load-displacement/strain relations of different specimens were recorded with a TDS-530 data acquisition system.
Calculation of elastic constants
The constitutive laws characterizing the orthotropic material in its principal directions and off-axis directions are different. For specimens loaded in main directions, the stress-strain relationship can be expressed as In practical use of wood as construction material, however, external loads are not necessarily coinciding with its principal material directions. This phenomenon is studied with the off-axis specimens in the test with their geometry coordinate systems deviating from the material coordinate system. The stress-strain relationship for an orthotropic body in its off-axis directions is where stress and strain components have similar meanings with those in Eq. (3) and subscripts x and y denote geometry axes of off-axis specimens as shown in Fig. 2b .
There are more non-zero terms in the compliance matrix [S] indicating the orthotropic material appears to be anisotropic in off-axis directions. The terms x,xy , y,xy and xy,x , xy,y defined by Jones [15] as the coefficients of mutual influence of the first and second types characterize the coupling effect between shear stress and normal strain, and normal stress and shear strain, respectively (the order of subscripts indicate an effect-cause relationship). Although the compliance matrix [S] is more complicated, it can be readily obtained from transformation of [S] with consideration of the off-axis angle.
In this study, the elastic constants of Korean pine were measured from compression test to avoid problematic influence of end constraints that typically accompany tensile test. Uniaxial strain gauges (BE120-3AA with a grid dimension of 2.8 × 2 mm 2 ) bonded at the centers of principal planes of compression specimens are illustrated in Fig. 2a , b. Two sets of identical strain gauges were bonded to two opposite faces of each specimen and the measured results were averaged to eliminate possible unsymmetrical loading effect.
The moduli of elasticity (MOE) in different directions E x can be regressed as the slope of the initial straight segment of compressive stress-strain curves expressed as The Poisson's ratios can be calculated as the ratio of strain in lateral direction y to the strain in vertical direction x and takes the opposite value as shown in the following equation:
Poisson's ratios were only measured in principal planes in this study. Based on the way the strain gauges bonded at the specimens, two Poisson's ratios can be measured from
specimens in principal directions (Fig. 2a) while only one Poisson's ratio can be measured from off-axis specimens (Fig. 2b) .
For specimens loaded in off-axis directions, normal stress
x can induce shear strain xy which can be calculated from where represents the off-axis angle (could be grain angle or ring angle depending on the loading direction).
The second type of coefficient of mutual influence xy,x represents the coupling effect between compressive stress x and induced shear strain xy . This non-dimensional parameter is defined as the ratio of strains in the following equation:
The first type of coefficient of mutual influence cannot be obtained from this test, thus is not discussed.
The shear moduli G LR , G LT and G RT in three principal planes were measured from their corresponding 45° off-axis specimens and calculated from the following equation:
According to the theory of orthotropic elasticity and considering tensor transformation law, the MOE E , Poisson's ratios and coefficients and mutual influence xy,x in arbitrary directions of an orthotropic body can be obtained based on the knowledge of elastic parameters in principal directions as shown in Eq. (10)- (12):
If the force acts in LR or LT plane, then in above equations represents grain angle, subscript 1 represents longitudinal direction and 2 represents radial or tangential direction. If the force acts in TR plane, then represents ring angle, 1 and 2 represent tangential and radial directions, respectively.
According to the symmetry of the compliance matrixes [S] and [S] , five pairs of relations between Poisson's ratios and MOE in mutually orthotropic directions can be obtained as
In this study, the predicted MOE, Poisson's ratios and coefficients of mutual influence by Eqs. (10)- (13) will be compared with their directly measured results to validate whether it is acceptable to treat Korean pine as ideal orthotropic material.
Results and discussion
Failure patterns and stress-displacement curves
The failure modes for compression specimens are significantly influenced by the off-axis angle. There are four typical failure modes observed in the test as shown in Fig. 3 . The obtained corresponding stress-displacement curves are also given.
For specimens loaded in longitudinal direction (Fig. 3a) , failure is a semi-brittle process. After a linear elastic region, a limited range of nonlinearity is observed in the curve. The maximum load carrying capacity is then reached and
followed by a distinct load drop. The specimen retains some of the load resistance when the displacement continues to increase. Localized buckling and crushing of wood fibers start shortly before peak stress is reached. The final failure of the specimen was induced by the formation of axially orientation cracks. The well-known kink banding phenomenon [16] is not observed in the test probably due to the low height-to-width ratio of the tested samples. Specimens loaded at a small grain angle (LR15° and LR30°) have failure modes which are rather brittle and accompanied with a sound of breakage. Figure 3b shows that the failure planes of the specimen are parallel with longitudinal fibers, approximately located at the borders from late wood of an annual ring to early wood of the next annual ring. Before slippage happened, the failure plane of the specimen is subjected to a complex stress state of shear and compression. The sudden shear failure of this plane caused the steep drop in the stress-displacement curve.
The failure mechanisms and deformation for specimens loaded at large grain angles (LR45°, LR60°, LR75° and LT45°) displayed another mode. As can be seen from Fig. 3c , the specimen distorted seriously after unloading and a distinct plastic plateau occurs in the stress-displacement curve after yielding of the material. For some wood species like spruce [1] , brittle shear failure mode can be observed in 45° off-axis direction even though they have similar configurations with specimens investigated here. The shear failure mode for specimens with 45° off-axis angle in this study is seldom reached. In fact, the shear stresses within the specimens of LR45°, LR60°, LR75° and LT45° only causes distortion of the specimen but are not sufficient to induce shear failure. For specimens in radial direction, tangential direction and TR45° direction, their failure patterns are alike. Because in this situation the load acts perpendicular to grain, fiber cells are collapsed and densified and the specimens can resist a higher load. The stress-displacement curve in Fig. 3d shows that after yielding of the specimen, the compressive stress hardening starts and it becomes faster with larger deformation.
In Fig. 3 , the final yielding stresses for specimens with different failure modes are depicted. Specimens with first three failure modes have distinct final yielding strengths (crushing strengths) under compressive load. The exact determination of the ultimate strength for specimen in transversal direction is difficult; instead, the stress corresponding to the starting point of strain hardening stage is taken for this kind of specimen.
The failure modes for tension specimens are fairly simple. Some typical failed tension specimens are shown in Fig. 4 . The failure plane for longitudinal specimen (Fig. 4a) is irregular which is caused by fiber ruptures. The hackly failure plane for specimen in TR45° direction (Fig. 4d) indicates the reduced anisotropy of TR plane. Specimens in other directions have failure planes basically parallel to the fibers' direction.
Although their rupture planes may different, tension specimens in all directions behave linearly elastic before brittle failure occurs, as examples, the stress-displacement curves for specimens loaded in LR60° and tangential directions are shown in Fig. 5 .
Based on above observations, it is not difficult to summarize the following differences between tension and compression properties of Korean pine: 1 . Specimens under tension all fail abruptly while specimens under compression have ductile failure modes if they are not loaded in small grain angles; 2. The tension specimens completely lost their continuity after failure while the compression specimens remain continuous after yielding except specimens having shear failure mode; 3. The specimens behave linearly elastic before failure by tension while there are severe nonlinearities appeared in the specimens under compression, the compressive stress-displacement curves may be softening, plastic flowing or hardening after yielding.
Elastic properties
The measured elastic constants of Korean pine including MOE, Poisson's ratios, shear moduli and coefficients of mutual influence from compression test are listed in Table 1 . Both the averaged results and coefficients of variation (COV) of these parameters are given. As can be seen from Table 1 , the COV for these parameters are basically below 20% which is within the common range for wooden material. The Poisson's ratio LT45 and coefficient of mutual influence TR45
xy,x both have enormous COV due to their close to zero values and measurement errors.
Among the ten measured directions of Korean pine, the largest MOE is in the longitudinal direction and the lowest is in TR45° direction. MOE in longitudinal-radial plane are greater than the corresponding directions in longitudinal-tangential plane. In case of the shear moduli in three principal planes, the largest one is in LR plane G LR which is slightly larger than that in LT plane G LT , while the shear modulus in TR plane G TR is one order smaller. The largest Poisson's ratios measured in this study are TR45 which is larger than unity and the smallest one is LT45 which is below zero. Poisson's ratios in other directions are within the range of 0-1. The coefficients of mutual influence for wood in three principal directions are assumed to be zero, the significant value of LR15 xy,x , however, indicates that even when rotated a small grain angle, the compressive stress x can induce considerable shear deformation [4] .
The basic elastic constants of Korean pine include the MOE in three principal directions E L , E R , E T , shear moduli in three principal planes G LR , G LT , G RT and major Poisson's ratios in three principal planes LR , LT , RT . Once these parameters are derived, parameters in other directions can be theoretically obtained based on the theory of orthotropic elasticity (Eqs. [10] [11] [12] . In Figs. 6, 7 and 8, the measured MOE, Poisson's ratios and coefficients of mutual influence in various off-axis directions are compared with their predicted values by Eqs. (10)- (12). The Hankinson's formula was initially proposed to predict the crushing strength of wood at varying angles of grain [17] , Radcliffe [18] found that it can also effectively reflect the tendency of MOE changing with grain angle. As can be seen from Fig. 6a, b , both the Hankinson's formula and the formula calculated by tensor transformation can accurately reflect the tendency of MOE to decrease with increasing grain angle. Compared with transformation rule, the Hankinson's formula is preferable in practical usage because the information of shear modulus G 12 and Poisson's ratios 12 is not needed. In TR plane, only the transformation rule can precisely capture MOE changing with ring angle, the Hankinson's formula failed to trace MOE in TR45° direction because it can only reflect a monotonic relationship of parameters changing with off-axis angle.
The dependence of Poisson's ratio on the loading direction in three principal planes is shown in Fig. 7 . As can be seen, the Poisson's ratios are not monotonically changing in all principal planes. The experimentally measured dependence can be described very well by orthotropic elasticity although slight divergences are also found in radial and tangential directions. To address this discrepancy more thoroughly, Eq. (13) is examined. Five directly measured minor Poisson's ratios (averaged results with standard deviations) are compared with their predicted results calculated from the averaged measured values of the other three parameters in Eq. (13) . The comparison are shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen, the measured minor Poisson's ratios are noted close to but deviate from the predicted ones. Similar deviations were described by Garab et al. [3] . This phenomenon can be attributed to the following reasons:
1. The inherent errors in the experiment and the imperfections of the material. 2. The material exhibits remarkable variation in its mechanical properties even within a small volume of the lumber from which the specimens were prepared. 3. Although wood is usually modeled as perfect orthotropic material, the curvature of annul rings makes it cylindrically orthotropic in reality [19] , thus exact orthotropic cannot be guaranteed for two nominally perpendicular directions in the test. 4. The rays in radial direction contribute to the deviation of wood from orthotropic behavior. 
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Comparison of minor Poisson's ratios between measured (mean value with standard deviation) and predicted results strain measurement techniques such as full-field measurement methods [10] should be tried in future to precisely determine the shear strain for this kind of specimen.
In this study, the congruence between experimentally measured elastic constants and formula calculated by tensor transformation is indeed high which indicates that Korean pine can be reasonably considered as orthotropic material.
Ultimate strengths
The measured ultimate strengths of Korean pine including crushing strengths and tension strengths are listed in Table 1 .
The highest crushing strength and tension strength are no surprisingly resided in longitudinal direction, while the lowest crushing strength and tension strength are found in TR45° direction and tangential direction, respectively. The longitudinal-radial plane has crushing strengths and tension strengths both higher than that in the corresponding directions in longitudinal-tangential plane, probably due to the reinforcement of ray cells aligned in the radial direction [20] . The maximum coefficient of variation for both crushing strength and tension strength are with specimens in TR45° direction. This is probably due to the curvature of annual rings in this kind of specimen which increases the uncertainty of the direction in which the forces act. Although this error has been tried to avoid in preparation of specimens, yet it seems it has not been fully removed.
Comparing the crushing strength and tension strength in same directions, it is found that specimens loaded in longitudinal direction or a small grain angle such as LR15° have tension strengths higher than crushing strengths. With the increase of the grain angle, the crushing strength gradually exceeds the tension strength (except for LR75° direction). Within the ten directions studied, however, only specimens loaded in longitudinal and LT45° directions show a great difference between tension strength and crushing strength. For specimens loaded in other directions, there are only minor differences between these two properties.
The yielding strength of orthotropic materials under multi-axial stress state can be obtained from a number of yielding criteria and their applicability to wood have been extensively studied [21] . A commonly used criterion for wood was proposed by Norris [22] The measured crushing strengths and tension strengths of Korean pine in LR and LT planes together with their predicted results by Norris criterion and Hankinson's formula are shown in Fig. 10 . The comparisons between the measured results and the prediction revealed that both the Norris criterion and the Hankinson's formula could effectively predict the variation of crushing strength and tension strength changing with grain angle. The crushing strength predicted by Norris criterion is more accurate than that of the Hankinson's formula, probably due to the inclusion of shear strength information in the Norris criterion. The tension strengths predicted by two equations show no visible difference. This examination is a strong validation of the used failure criterion and empirical formula.
Due to lack of rolling shear strength of Korean pine, the ultimate strengths within transverse plane are not compared with any failure criterion. Nevertheless, the measured crushing strength of Korean pine varying with ring angle in this study agrees well with the conclusions made by Ethington et al. [2] on Dahurian larch, that is, the compressive strength is highest at radial direction, lowest at intermediate angle of roughly 30° to 50°, and middle at tangential direction. This is, however, not valid for all softwood species [3] .
Conclusions
Uniaxial compression and tension tests were conducted in this study using specimens of Korean pine with various offaxis angles. The anisotropic behavior of Korean pine not only for elastic properties and ultimate strengths but also for failure mechanisms is investigated. Comparison of the measured results with those predicted from existing theoretical formulas gives the following conclusions:
1. The failure modes of specimens under compressive load are highly different depending on the loading direction but can be roughly divided into two categories: specimens with small grain angles that have strain softening stage and specimens with larger grain angles that have plastic flow stage. Tension specimens all exhibit brittle failure mode. 2. Overall, the dependence of elastic properties of Korean pine including MOE, Poisson's ratios and coefficients of mutual influence on the off-axial angle can be understood well by the theory of orthotropic elasticity. The Hankinson's formula can effectively reproduce the MOE and ultimate strengths of Korean pine varying with grain angle. The Norris criterion can precisely predict the ultimate strengths in off-axis directions of Korean pine in LR and LT principal planes. These examinations are strong validations of the orthotropic assumption for Korean pine. 3. The measured parameters in this study indicated useful strength and elastic properties of Korean pine as engineering material for construction. These parameters have coefficients of variation in the common range for wood material except for those with close to zero values. The defects and cellular structure of the material need to be investigated independently in future to derive allowable strength properties for design of timber structures. 
